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iUniverse, United States, 2004. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 223 x 150 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Melissa Malouf writes with a directness that instantly
captures our attention.Joan and Ernest are as uncanny and memorable a duet as any I ve read. In
It Had to Be You, we follow the precarious, at times joyful, always mesmerizing tightrope walk of
their marriage, which goes from high wit and passion to severe melancholy, and finally to
estrangement. Very smart, very savvy, and frightfully modern in the way she navigates us through
the sexual labyrinth of our time, Ms. Malouf writes with wild freedom and hard edge all at once. This
novel emanates a kind of wry, anxious, erotic heat. --Howard Norman Melissa Malouf writes almost
literally from her intelligence. She has all the other gifts and qualities of an elegant writer; but what
is ultimately so haunting and finally so winning about her fiction is the beautifully concealed
presence within it of a genuine rarity--a powerful mind always thinking its way through imaginary
lives with a hungry curiosity, a passion for sympathy, a tolerant wit, and a guarantee to reward the
reader s investment of...
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Comprehensive information! Its this type of very good read. It is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. You are going to like how the article
writer compose this pdf.
-- Ma bel Cor win-- Ma bel Cor win

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldr idg e Reilly-- Eldr idg e Reilly
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